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Abstract
This article is an edition and commentary on an early Christian Arabic inscription

discovered near Qaṣr Burquʿ in northeastern Jordan. The text mentions a certain

yzydw ʾl-mlk ‘Yazid the king’ and could date to the sixth or seventh century. We

discuss the text’s palaeography, its relevance for the history of the Arabic script,

and attempt to identify the historical figure to which it refers.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The rock inscription discussed here was discovered during
the first season of the El-Khḍer�ı archaeological and epi-
graphic survey project in north-eastern Jordan. The inscrip-
tion comes from as-Samr�un�ıyy�at (site number S5), located
12 km south-west of Qaṣr Burquʿ, and was the only text
found at the site. In terms of archaeological remains, the
site contains a tailed tower tomb on its southern slope and
a number of stone-circle structures scattered on its northern
side. These ancient structures have been reused in recent
times as seasonal camps by nomadic pastoralists. The
inscription consists of a four-word early Arabic graffito,
perhaps from the sixth or seventh century, accompanied by
a cross. The text contains several unique palaeographic fea-
tures and a reference to a certain yzydw ʾl-mlk or ‘Yaz�ıd
the king’. The present article will provide a reading and
interpretation of the inscription, a discussion of its

palaeographic and linguistic features, and an attempt to
identify the historical figure mentioned in the inscription.

2 | READING AND
PALAEOGRAPHIC DISCUSSION
(FIGS. 1 & 2)

Transliteration

Line 1: † dkr ʾl-ʾlh
Line 2: yzydw ʾl-mlk

Translation

†May God be mindful of
Yaz�ıd-w the king

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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2.1 | Letter shapes

The letter forms are completely Arabic as opposed to the
Nabataeo-Arabic script, suggesting a sixth-century date at
the earliest. The d�als, however, have a dot, a survival of an
Aramaic practice of distinguishing the two phonemes but a
completely unnecessary relic given that the r at this time
has a distinct shape. This practice is still found in the Naba-
taeo-Arabic script but has not yet been attested in the Arabic
script proper until now.1 The dot is not used to distinguish
ḏ�al from d�al, as in the later Arabic script (Table 1).

2.2 | The r/z

The r/z has a rather atypical form from the point of
view of the sixth- and seventh-century Arabic inscrip-
tions.2 In these texts, the r/z is almost always lunate.
The exception seems to be the r of the word br ‘son’,

which can sometimes take the shape of a slightly curved
line. This form of the r is found in Ḥim�a-Sud PalAr 1
in the words yrḥ ‘month’ and brk ‘a month name’ and
in Ḥim�a-Sud PalAr 2 in the name ʿmr /ʿumar/.3 The
lunate shape, however, is attested in Ḥim�a-al-Musamm�at
PalAr 1 (dated 513 CE), as well as in the common
name mrʾlqys (= imruʾ-l-qays) in Ḥim�a-Sud PalAr 7 and
8 (Table 2).

That both of these forms seem to be in free variation in
the sixth century is evident by the Jebel Usays inscription,
which has both a lunate form and a slightly curved form
(Table 3).

The r in Ḥarr�an and Zebed inscriptions exhibits only
the lunate form (Table 4).

The alif consists of a single vertical stroke, common
to sixth-century Arabic inscriptions, but not typical of the
seventh-century Ḥig�az�ı hand. One should hesitate, how-
ever, to confine such a form to the sixth century as it is,
according to Nehm�e’s (2010: 49) relative chronology of
the letter, more evolved than the seventh-century Ḥig�az�ı
form, which still retains a vestige of the Nabataean loop.
This issue will be further discussed below when we con-
sider the subject of ‘writing schools’ in section 4 of this
article.

2.3 | The l�am-alif

The combination of the l�am and alif to form a single liga-
ture is attested as early as the Nam�arah inscription, and in
the Nabataeo-Arabic text UJadh 367, as well as in Ḥim�a-
Sud PalAr 8 (late fifth–early sixth century) and the Zebed
inscription (early sixth century) (Table 5).

Unlike the previously attested examples of this ligature,
the l�am-alif in the present inscription carries a dot above
the right arm. The patina is identical to that of the main
inscription and its shape, perfectly round and similar in size
to the dot of the d�al, suggests that it was deliberate rather
than a result of damage to the rock. While in Classical
Arabic orthography, the right arm belongs to the l�am, at
face value it would seem that it should belong to the alif.
This is because if we take it as a l�am, the letter would be
written backwards, the loop opening towards the beginning
of the text rather than the end. If we take the left arm as
the l�am, then the loop opens in the right direction and is
connected immediately to the alif which leans towards the
beginning of the text. This reading of the ligature is further
supported by the shape of the alif in Nabataean. Given that
the ligature was in existence at the same time as the Classi-
cal Nabataean alif, the shape of the latter should guide our
interpretation of the ligature. The Classical Nabataean alif
leans to the right and has a loop that could be connected to

FIGURE 2 A tracing of the Yaz�ıd inscription (A. Al-Jallad)

FIGURE 1 The Yaz�ıd inscription (photograph Z. al-Salameen)
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

1For a list of examples of the dotted d in Nabataean, mixed, and Naba-
taeo-Arabic texts, see Nehm�e, forthcoming, a: § E.3.1. dots above letters.
2On the evolution of both the lunate and vertical form from the Classical
Nabataean antecedent, see Nehm�e, 2010: 53. 3See note 11 on this reading.
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a l�am, producing the attested shape. In fact, the Nam�arah
inscription has both next to each other and their relation-
ship is fairly clear (Fig. 3).

If this interpretation is correct, then the dot above the
alif may be a variant of Imbert’s proposed ‘Proto-Hamza’

(Imbert, 2012). In his study, he identifies four inscriptions
where dots are found following or above letters that would
act as the seat for the hamza in Classical Arabic orthogra-
phy. In three cases, two dots mark the alleged hamza, yet
in the case of the phrase l�a ʿaz�aʾa in the poetic graffito
from Q�aʿ Ban�ı Murr (Saudi Arabia),4 a single dot follows

TABLE 1 The dotted d�al

Yaz�ıd
Inscription

Thaʿlabah inscription
(Avner, Nehm�e, & Robin, 2013)

UJadh 109
(Nehm�e, 2010)

UJadh 105
(Nehm�e, 2010)

UJadh 375
(Nehm�e, 2010)

UJadh 178
(Nehm�e, 2010)

TABLE 2 The r/z

Yaz�ıd
Inscription

Ḥim�a-Sud
PalAr 1*

Ḥim�a-Sud
PalAr 2

Ḥim�a-Sud
PalAr 3

Ḥim�a-Sud
PalAr 7

Ḥim�a-Sud
PalAr 8

Ḥim�a-Sud
PalAr 9

Ḥim�a-Sud
PalAr 10

Ḥim�a-al-
Musamm�at PalAr
1**

Note: tracings (from Robin, al-Ghabb�an, & al-Sa �ʿıd, 2014) have been provided for letters that are unclear on the photographs. All texts under the siglum Ḥim�a-Sud
PalAr are from Robin, al-Ghabb�an, & al-Sa �ʿıd 2014.
*This text is dated to 470 CE by Robin (2016: §2)
**This text is dated to 513 CE by Robin (2016: §2).

TABLE 3 The r in the Jebel Usays inscription

rqym br mʿrf ʾrsl-ny ʾl-ḥrṯ

Note: photographs are cropped from Macdonald’s photograph in Fisher, 2015;
for the most recent treatment of this text, see Macdonald’s contribution in
Fiema et al., 2015: 412–413.

TABLE 4 The r in the Ḥarr�an and Zebed inscriptions

Ḥarr�an Inscription Zebed Inscription

br �srḥyl mrʾlqys srgw

Note: photographs of the Ḥarr�an letters are cropped from Ch.J. Robin’s pho-
tograph in Fisher, 2015: 292; Zebed Inscription re-traced from Gorea’s tracing in
Robin, 2006. For the most recent treatment of both texts, see Macdonald’s contri-
bution in Fiema et al., 2015: 410–411, 414–415.

TABLE 5 The l�am-alif

Yaz�ıd
inscription

Nam�arah
inscription*

UJadh 367
(Nehm�e
2010)

Ḥim�a-
Sud
PalAr 8

Zebed
Inscription*‡

*This is cropped from a personal photograph by Michael Macdonald and used
with his permission
‡Re-traced from Gorea’s tracing in Robin 2006

4Imbert, 2012, n. 9. This unedited text was photographed and placed on
the website http://alsahra.org; while the dot is not as clear as one would
like in the photograph of Imbert’s article, I have examined the photograph
on the Alsahra website and it is clearly deliberate, similar to other dots of
the text and of the same patina.
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the alif. If there was allography in the representation of the
hamza, between a single and a double dot, then the single
dot in the present inscription could reflect the former allo-
graph. The reason that the dot of the present inscription
does not follow the letter may be due to the fact that the
l�am is the second component of the ligature. Thus place-
ment above the arm representing the alif was required. The
Umayyad milestone from Palestine (Imbert, 2012: 124)
dated to 692 CE, however, shows the placement of the
double-dot hamza above the w�aw in the term muʾmin�ına,
indicating that there was not yet a fixed orthographic prac-
tice regarding the placement of the Proto-Hamza.

While the existence of the Proto-Hamza remains a con-
tested issue, such dots, whatever may have been their exact
function, are not found in the pre-Islamic Arabic inscrip-
tions, at least not yet. This, in combination with the dots
on the d�al, makes the text unique from the standpoint of
sixth-century Arabic-script inscriptions discovered so far.

2.4 | Formularies and orthography

The formula dkr ʾl-ʾlh is unique to sixth-century Christian
Arabic inscriptions, probably attested in the Zebed inscrip-
tion5 and in a new mid-sixth-century Arabic inscription
from D�umah.6 The verb dkr would appear to be an Arabic
calque of the Nabataean dkyr, common in Nabataean and

Nabataeo-Arabic graffiti.7 The divine name ʾl-ʾlh is only
attested in sixth- or perhaps late fifth-century Christian
Arabic inscriptions,8 and is therefore probably a calque of
the Greek ho the�os. We can compare the cross accompany-
ing the benediction to the D�umah pre-Islamic Arabic
inscription (Nehm�e, forthcoming, b) and to the crosses
associated with the Ḥim�a Arabic and Nabataeo-Arabic
inscriptions (Robin, al-Ghabb�an, & al-Sa �ʿıd, 2014).

An archaic feature of the present inscription’s orthogra-
phy is wawation9 on the name yzydw. While this is extre-
mely common in pre-Islamic Arabic inscriptions, it is
virtually unattested in the Islamic period aside the name
ʿAmr. Nevertheless, in the earliest dated papyrus from the
Islamic period, the Ahnas Papyrus of 643 CE (Karabacek,
1894: 139; Grohmann, 1924), the scribe signs his name as
ʾbn ḥdydw, with wawation on the name ḥad�ıd or ḥudayd.
This suggests that, although rare, wawation did persist into
the Islamic period, at least until the middle of the seventh
century. Its appearance on the name Yaz�ıd, however, is
unexpected. Wawation is almost always used on triptotes,
while Yaz�ıd, at least according to the rules of Classical
Arabic grammar, is a diptote.10 This may suggest that the
exact function of wawation at the time that this inscription
was composed was not completely understood, bolstering a
later date.11

2.5 | Assessment of the script

The script and orthographic features discussed above
underscore the uniqueness of the present inscription.

FIGURE 3 A tracing of the Nam�arah inscription alif and l�am
alif in line 2 (A. Al-Jallad)

5The first word is broken, with only a final r readable. Macdonald restores
the first word as [ḏ]{k}r (Macdonald in Fiema et al., 2015: 410). This
reading is now supported by the present inscription and in Nehm�e, forth-
coming, b.
6This text will appear in Arabian Epigraphic Notes 2017; it contains the
same benediction, dkr ʾl-ʾlh. In this article, Nehm�e also rereads the first
part of DaJ000NabAr1 as dkr ʾl-ʾlh, rather than bn/bar ʾal-ʾil�ah (Nehm�e,
2016).

7This is the passive participle dək�ır of Nabataean Aramaic, used in a con-
struction calquing the Arabic optative suffix conjugation, ḏakara (Gzella,
2015: §5.3.2). While Nabataeo-Arabic inscriptions witness a growing
usage of Arabic, dkyr is one of the final Aramaic fossils surviving into the
sixth century CE (Nehm�e, forthcoming, b).
8This point is made by L. Nehm�e (forthcoming, b); see also the discussion
in Robin, al-Ghabb�an, and al-Sa �ʿıd (2014: 1102), where the same deity is
attested in Ḥim�a-Sud PalAr 9. The name is attested in the Zebed inscrip-
tion (Macdonald in Fiema et al., 2015: 410–411), the Umm al-Jim�al
inscription (Nehm�e, forthcoming, b), and the Dumah inscription (forth-
coming, b). On the form of Islamic ʾAll�ah, which is also commonly found
in Nabataean, Safaitic, etc., see Kiltz, 2012.
9For an overview of this feature, see Al-Jallad, forthcoming.
10While Robin (Robin, al-Ghabb�an, & al-Sa �ʿıd, 2014: 1093) interprets the
name ʿmr in Ḥim�a-Sud PalAr 2 as ʿ�amir, a triptote lacking wawation,
there is no reason to exclude interpreting it as the diptotic name ʿumar.
The fact that ʿumar is rare before Islam (based on Islamic-era genealogies)
is not a valid argument against its attestation in this text. Indeed, consider-
ing that wawation is used consistently on triptotic names in the Ḥim�a cor-
pus supports the interpretation of the name as ʿumar. Note that Yaz�ıd is a
diptote in the South Arabian inscriptions as well, spelled yzd rather than
**yzdm; see, for example, CIH 541.
11The only pre-Islamic Arabic-script inscription that does not make use of
wawation is the Jebel Usays graffito. See Al-Jallad, forthcoming for a
hypothesis regarding this.
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Whether we regard it as from the sixth or seventh century,
it contains a combination of features not attested in either
corpus of Arabic texts:

1. The dots on the d�al
2. The Proto-Hamza

In other respects, the r resembles one of the allographs
of the sixth century but is to my knowledge not attested in
the seventh-century Islamic graffiti and inscriptions. The
alif lacks a tail, like the sixth-century inscriptions, in con-
trast to the seventh-century Islamic graffiti and monumental
texts. The seventh-century book hand, however, has a verti-
cal line alif (e.g. the Ahnas Papyrus), and therefore this
cannot be a diagnostic feature.

3 | YAZ�ID-W THE MLK

The identity of Yaz�ıd the king is open to several interpreta-
tions, ranging from the early sixth to the late seventh cen-
tury. We will discuss all possibilities and allow the
historical evidence to arbitrate between the choices. But
before attempting to focus on the historical identity of yzy-
dw, a short discussion of the term mlk in the pre-Islamic
Arabic and Nabataeo-Arabic inscriptions is in order.

In a recent study, Robin illustrated that the title mlk,
from the fourth century onwards, is applied without specifi-
cation of territory or tribe, as opposed to before that date
(Avner, Nehm�e, & Robin, 2013: 249–250). Five kings
belonging to this category are so far known from the epi-
graphic record. Thus, the title need not refer to a sovereign
ruling ‘over a clearly defined territory with a capital, armed
forces at his command, a financial administration, etc.’, it
was applied to phylarchs as well. This seems to be clearly
the case in the Thaʿlabah inscription (2013: 249–250),
which is in the transitional Nabataeo-Arabic script and
probably dates to the end of the fifth or beginning of the
sixth century. Clearer yet is the use of mlk in the Jebel
Usays inscription. This graffito was carved by a Ghassanid
soldier stationed at Usays in southern Syria and mentions
that he was dispatched there by ʾl-ḥrt ʾl-mlk, almost cer-
tainly al-Ḥ�ariṯ son of Jabalah (r. 528/529–569). The term
mlk here clearly refers to the leader of the Ghassanids, and
is possibly a recognition of the title of phylarch given to
him by emperor Justinian (Macdonald in Fiema et al.
2015: 412), but cannot signify an absolute monarch, as the
term comes to mean in Classical Arabic usage.

The translation of mlk as ‘king’ in pre-Islamic texts
such as these is therefore not entirely accurate and does
not seem to capture the sense of the word. Instead, a trans-
lation along the lines of ‘leader’ would seem to be more
appropriate.

3.1 | A pre-Islamic yzydw ʾl-mlk12

3.1.1 | Yaz�ıd son of al-ʾAswad

There are no known Ghassanid or Lakhmid kings or phyl-
archs bearing the name Yaz�ıd in the sixth century (or ear-
lier). The only Yaz�ıd known in the Classical Arabic
sources belonging to Ghass�an is a certain Yaz�ıd son of al-
ʾAswad, a descendant of Kaʿb son of ʿAmr son of Muzay-
qiy�aʾ. He is said to have entered into Roman territory with
Jabala, the Ghass�anid king, at the time of the battle of Yar-
mouk (636 CE) and returned a Muslim.13 The present
inscription seems highly unlikely to refer to this individual,
as he was neither a king nor a phylarch.

3.1.2 | Yaz�ıd son of Qays the Ḥujrid

The second option is a Yaz�ıd mentioned in Nonnosus cited
by Photius, Bibliotheca 3, early to mid-sixth century. Non-
nosus, a Roman diplomat, wrote an account of his missions
around the Red Sea, which survives in fragments in the
Chronicle of John Malalas and in the Bibliotheca of Pho-
tius, the patriarch of Constantinople in the ninth century
(Edwell, 2015: 238). He was sent as ambassador to a cer-
tain Kaisos, a Ḥujrid14 ruler called chief of Chind�enoi
(Kindah) and Maad�enoi (Maʿadd), but whose exact identity
remains unknown. Nonnosus claims to have achieved his
mission, and Kaisos, before setting off for Byzantium,
divided his phylarchy between his two sons, Ambros
(ʿAmr) and Iezidos (Yaz�ıd). It is possible, then, that the
present Yaz�ıd could be identified as the son of Kaisos; the
title of mlk would in this case refer to his status as a phy-
larch. Nevertheless, the territory of this Yaz�ıd would have
been quite far from Burquʿ, in south-central Arabia. While
there is no epigraphic evidence to suggest the presence of
Ḥujrids in the area, Kaisos, his father, was eventually given
control of Palestine, still quite a way from Burquʿ. If we
wish to identify the present Yaz�ıd with Yaz�ıd b. Qays the
Ḥujrid, we would have to imagine that a member of Kai-
sos’s entourage ventured far into the eastern desert and
carved an inscription asking for blessings upon the son of

12We thank La€ıla Nehm�e for pointing us in the direction of the first two
Yaz�ıds. It should be noted that the name yaz�ıd is extremely rare in both
Ancient North Arabian and Ancient South Arabian epigraphy. According
to OCIANA, the name yzd is securely attested only twice in the Dadanitic
script (Ḥig�az), and once in a very broken context in Hismaic. In Ancient
South Arabian, it is attested as the name of a man in four inscriptions and
as a second component of a compound name in eighteen texts (DASI).
13Ibn al-Kalb�ı, 1408/1988: 435 apud Robin, 2015: 79 with a French trans-
lation of the reference.
14Ḥujrid is a modern scholarly term applied to the descendants of Ḥu�gr b.
ʿAmr of Kindah, who were used by Ḥimyar as proxies to control Central
Arabia in the fifth and sixth centuries; see Gajda, 1996; Robin, 2008.
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his master. Not an impossible scenario, but certainly an
unlikely one.

3.1.3 | Yaz�ıd son of Kaba�sat, ḫlft of Kindah

Another Yaz�ıd connected to Kindah is known. The late
Sabaic inscription CIH 54115 mentions that Abraha, the
Ethiopian ruler of South Arabia, appointed Yzd bn Kbs2t
(= Yaz�ıd bin Kaba�sat) as ḫlft (governor16 or deputy17) over
Kindah.18 This Yaz�ıd eventually rebelled against his master
but was ultimately unsuccessful and renewed his allegiance
to Abraha at a place called Nbṭm. While it might be tempt-
ing to see this as evidence of a northern connection, Nbṭm
here most certainly refers to a local place, somewhere north
of Ṣirw�aḥ.19 Even though the title mlk would seem appro-
priate for this Yaz�ıd, his identification with the Yaz�ıd of
the present inscription faces the same geographic chal-
lenges as the previous candidate.

3.2 | Summary of the pre-Islamic evidence

The pre-Islamic evidence does not yield a candidate who
would have both carried the title mlk and ruled a territory
covering north-eastern Jordan, or at least had strong politi-
cal connections with this area. Thus, if any of these men
are the object of this inscription’s benediction, the text
must have been carved by a drifting subject passing
through the area. While possible, this would be the first
example of a South Arabian presence in the region. It is
also necessary to consider the possibility that the inscrip-
tion refers to a local ruler named Yaz�ıd who is simply
absent from the historical record. If this is the case, then he
would be the first mlk attested in the inscriptions from the
fifth and sixth centuries lacking a plausible identification.
Given these difficulties, we would like to consider another
Yaz�ıd who better fits the criteria of our present inscription
but would require us to push its date to the seventh cen-
tury.

3.3 | An Islamic-era yzdw ʾl-mlk

The next possible Yaz�ıd is none other than the Umayyad
caliph, Yaz�ıd ibn Muʿ�awiyah.20 This identification is sup-
ported by the following facts: mlk would have been an
appropriate title for the ruler of the Umayyad state; he
ruled from Damascus over a territory covering Burquʿ; and
Burquʿ itself was the site of an Umayyad fort, converted
from an earlier Roman one.21 This identification would
place the inscription in the late seventh century, 680 at the
earliest and, as such, would result in a series of ‘firsts’: (1)
it would be the first Christian-Arabic inscription from the
seventh century;22 (2) it would be the first epigraphic refer-
ence to an Umayyad caliph as a malik in Arabic; (3) it
would contain the first attestation of pre-Islamic Christian
Arabic formularies in the seventh century. Nevertheless,
each of these ‘firsts’ is plausible and further bolsters the
case for the present identification in the face of other
options.

3.4 | Yaz�ıd I

Yaz�ıd was Muʿ�awiyah b. Ab�ı Ṣufy�an’s—the founder of the
Umayyad dynasty—favourite son and was groomed for the
caliphate from a young age. His mother was a Christian of
the tribe of Kalb called Mays�un. Yaz�ıd himself married
two Ghass�anid princesses, Umm Ramla, a rather obscure
figure and, more notably, the daughter of Jabala b. al-
ʾAyham, the last Ghassanid king. He seems to have been
held in high esteem among the Christians of the early
Umayyad state. The Byzantine-Arab Chronicle of 741,
most certainly going back to an earlier source, expresses
this positive sentiment:

When he [Muʿ�awiyah] died, the son Yaz�ıd
took his place for 3 years; [He was] a most

15All sigla of Ancient South Arabian inscriptions follow the DASI identifi-
cations.
16This is the translation of CSAI in DASI.
17This is the translation of Hoyland (2001: 55).
18On this inscription, see M€uller, 2010: 110–117; Sima, 2002; Simpson,
2002: 56, fig. 18.
19The location given in the text is: w s2ʾmw bn ṣrwḥ ʿly nbṭm ʿdy ʿbrn
‘and they marched north from Ṣirw�aḥ to nbṭm until ʿbrn’. The toponym
ʿbrn would seem to be located in the broader region of nbṭm and is men-
tioned in Ja 665.

20See the excellent contribution of M. Shaddel (forthcoming) to Ency-
clopaedia Iranica. In his comments on a draft of this paper, Shaddel
points out three other Umayyad Yaz�ıds, all of whom are rather unlikely as
they ruled much too late: (1) the rebel Yaz�ıd ibn al-Muhallab (d. 102 AH;
720–721), but whose authority never reached as far as Jordan; (2) Yaz�ıd
III, who ruled for six months in 126 CE (744); and finally (3) Yaz�ıd II,
who ruled between 101–104 AH (720–724). To these, we can add Yaz�ıd
ibn Ab�ı Sufy�an. He campaigned in Syria for four years, capturing the cita-
del at Amman, and was appointed governor of Syria by ʿAmr b. al-ʿ�Aṣ
before leaving for Egypt. He, however, died shortly after from the plague
in 18/639. His extremely short reign and the lack of details regarding his
rule make the identification with our Yaz�ıd difficult.
21Shah�ıd has argued for a Ghassanid stage before the Umayyad construc-
tions (1995–2010, II: 388–392), but Genequand (2015: 187) considers this
baseless speculation.
22An important early Christian Arabic inscription was found at Kilwa in
northern Arabia but it is undated. For the most recent discussion of the
text, see Hoyland, 2017.
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pleasant man and deemed highly agreeable by
all the peoples subject to his rule. He never,
as is the wont of men, sought glory for himself
because of his royal rank, but lived as a citi-
zen along with the common people. (Hoyland,
1997: 620, §28).23

In Muslim sources, Yaz�ıd’s warm relationship with
Christians is best illustrated by his friendship with Sarj�un,
the father of John of Damascus. Sarj�un managed the affairs
of the caliph (ṣ�aḥib ʾamrih�ı) and was, along with the
Christian poet al-Akhṭal, his drinking companion.24

The combination of these factors—his family ties, his
positive reception by Christians, and the presence of high-
ranking Christian officials in his court—would suggest that
Yaz�ıd I was well regarded by Arab Christians during his
reign. This is especially significant since a sizable compo-
nent of the Umayyad Syrian army was Christian; troops
from the tribe of Kalb, a Monophysite tribe dominating the
Syrian steppe, comprised an important contingent of the
Syrian army. It is therefore logical to conclude, as Donner
did, that Yaz�ıd’s pedigree would have endeared him to the
military.25 These facts help contextualise the association of
a Christian Arabic inscription with Yaz�ıd I in the vicinity
of Burquʿ. Given its location near the Umayyad qaṣr, it
seems most likely that the text was carved by a Christian
soldier of the Umayyad army, or someone connected with
the residence at Burquʿ, asking God to protect his leader
(Figs. 4 and 5).

3.5 | The use of the title mlk

The Christian background of the writer of this inscription
may also explain the use of the title mlk rather than ʾam�ır
al-muʾmin�ın, the typical honorific for Umayyad rulers in
official contexts. While in early Greek documents from
Egypt, the term ʾam�ır al-muʾmin�ın is simply transcribed
into Greek as amiralmoumnin, a new term pr�otosym-
boulos (first councillor) was introduced at the end of the
seventh century,26 demonstrating that the caliph could
have been called differently by different communities.

FIGURE 4 A Google Earth photograph showing the location of the site (S5) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 5 Ancient structures found at the site (photograph Z.
al-Salameen) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

23This translation comes from Hoyland’s edition of the text. I thank Dr
Sean Anthony for this reference.
24Anthony 2015: 614, based on accounts from Bal�aḏ�ur�ı, Ans�ab and Ab�u l-
Faraj al-Iṣfah�an�ı, Kit�ab al-A _g�an�ı.

25Donner, 2010: 175–176. Donner also mentions the important testimony
of John bar Penkaye (687 CE), who noted that among the raiding ‘believ-
ers’ were ‘Christians, not a few’, of various denominations.
26See the excellent discussion of the sources in Sijpesteijn, 2014: 181–182
and n. 11.
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While it would seem that pr�otosymboulos captures the
spirit of the caliphate—the caliph was ‘the first among
equals’—better than the term malik, it is my contention
that this impression comes from an anachronistic under-
standing of the sense of malik. If we return to our discus-
sion of the meaning of mlk in the sixth-century
inscriptions, it is clear that the term did not signify abso-
lute kingship. Indeed, since this text seems to belong to
the tradition of Christian Arabic inscriptions known from
the pre-Islamic period, it is no stretch at all to understand
the term mlk in the context of sixth-century usage rather
than later Arabic tradition. As such, mlk as ‘leader’ would
be a most appropriate title for the Umayyad caliph and
certainly compatible with ʾam�ır al-muʾmin�ın. And since
many of these ‘leaders’ were appointed by a higher power
(an emperor) in the pre-Islamic period, it renders the term
all the more appropriate in light of caliphal authority vis-
�a-vis God.

Even if we reject this sense of ‘king’, there is still no
reason to assume that Christians would have viewed the
title mlk negatively. The term ‘king’ is in fact used to
describe the Umayyad sovereign in some early Christian
sources.27 While these are polemical, nothing suggests that
the use of the term ‘king’ was meant to be pejorative.

4 | A PLURALITY OF ARABIC
WRITING TRADITIONS IN THE
SIXTH AND SEVENTH CENTURIES?

From a palaeographic perspective, the present inscription
differs from all other examples of epigraphic Arabic from
the seventh century. But this difference is not restricted to
its letter forms: the text would be the first Christian Arabic
inscription from the seventh century and therefore the two
corpora—Islamic graffiti and our text—cannot be equally
compared. As M.C.A. Macdonald so well expressed in his
fundamental article on the use of palaeography when dating
Arabian inscriptions:

The latter [the comparative dating of letter
forms] is only possible when there is a large
corpus of already dated material, produced
with similar tools on comparable surfaces,
and for similar purposes, which has come
from a defined area in which a tradition of

writing in a particular way has been passed
on from one generation to the next. (Macdon-
ald, 2015: 17–18)

There has been a silent assumption that the inscriptional
evidence of the sixth century belongs to a single pan-Ara-
bian tradition of writing Arabic that is directly ancestral to
the Ḥig�az�ı hand of the seventh century. The historical cir-
cumstances that would lead to such uniformity are difficult
to imagine before the rise of Islam and, more importantly,
the opposite is borne out in the attested evidence. In a
forthcoming paper, I suggest that there were in fact multi-
ple writing schools of Arabic, none perhaps directly ances-
tral to the school of Medina, which probably gave rise to
the Islamic writing tradition (Robin, 2006). Variation can
be seen, for example, in the representation of the glottal
stop (hamza). The Zebed inscription and Ḥim�a-al-
Musamm�at PalAr 1 (Robin, 2016) represent the hamza
with an alif while in the Ḥarr�an inscription, the hamza may
have either been lost or was represented with a glide con-
sonant, y.28 The use of wawation may also point to differ-
ent traditions or registers. Wawation is standard across all
sixth-century Arabic inscriptions, and certainly older ones
as well, but the feature is completely absent in the Jebel
Usays inscription. This suggests that the writing tradition
behind that text, like the Ḥig�az�ı script, had abandoned the
feature. Another obvious problem with this, assuming a lin-
ear progression from the extant sixth-century texts and the
seventh-century Ḥig�az�ı hand, is that the alif in all the
sixth-century Arabic inscriptions lacks the tail so typical of
the Ḥig�az�ı script, at least as represented in most inscrip-
tions and in Qur’anic manuscripts. The tailed form, how-
ever, is older and the sixth-century Arabic inscriptions
paradoxically represent a more progressive form. The only
way to explain this phenomenon is to assume that the writ-
ing school of Medina was more archaic in some respects
than the surviving sixth-century inscriptions.

By positing the existence of different Arabic writing tra-
ditions in the sixth century, as the evidence compels us to
do, we must exercise due caution in the use of palaeogra-
phy to separate sixth- and seventh-century texts. Rather,
Macdonald’s notion of script tradition is key. The seventh-
century Islamic inscriptions belong to a single writing tradi-
tion that is not a linear development from the Christian
inscriptions of the sixth century, and thus their characteris-
tic features cannot be generalised to all Arabic texts of the
seventh century. Until now, this would have remained a
theoretical exercise as no Arabic texts from outside the27For example, the anonymous Maronite chronicle containing notices for

the years 658–664 states that ‘Many Arabs gathered at Jerusalem and
made Muʿ�awiyah king’ (Hoyland, 1997: 136); ʿAbd al-Malik ibn Marw�an
is called ‘King of the Arabs’ by Ḥnanishoʿ the Exegete (d. 700) (Hoyland,
1997: 200). While malik does not seem to be used in Umayyad inscrip-
tions and administrative documents, the term is common in panegyric
poetry praising Umayyad caliphs (S. Anthony, personal communication).

28In Zebed we have the name hnyʾ [han�ıʔ] or [honayʔ] and in Ḥim�a-al-
Musammat PalAr 1 mʾtmr [muʔtamar] while in Ḥarr�an the name �Saraḥʾel
is spelled srḥyl in the Arabic script and Σaqagkου in Greek.
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Islamic tradition could plausibly be dated to the latter cen-
tury.

If the present text is indeed a product of the seventh
century, then it would help fill a gap in attestation. The
plurality of Arabic writing traditions of the sixth century
did not disappear abruptly following the rise of Islam, but
continued perhaps until the end of the seventh century,
with the present text being the single surviving example so
far. Christian Arabic writing traditions could have persisted
in non-official contexts, perhaps in personal letters or even
in Arabic-speaking churches. In this light, the present text
could also have been carved by a monk or pious man tak-
ing up residence at Qaṣr Burquʿ before it was converted
into the residence of Al-Wal�ıd bin ʿAbd al-Malik in 700
CE.29

5 | WEIGHING THE EVIDENCE

Of the four candidates for our Yaz�ıd, there are basically
two choices: one of the Yaz�ıds of Kindah or Yaz�ıd I.30

The first option is challenged by a geographical mismatch
—both of these men would have ruled territory in south-
central Arabia, over 1000 km away. While it is possible to
attribute authorship to a travelling subject, no parallels of
this have yet been attested in Arabia. The second option,
Yaz�ıd I, fits the bill perfectly but has rather large historical
implications, both for the history of Arabic writing and for
early Islam. Thus, it should be suggested with utmost cau-
tion and full awareness of the problems. The first issue is
palaeographic. The present inscription has several features
that side it with sixth-century Arabic texts rather than Isla-
mic inscriptions from the seventh. This objection, however,
has been discussed in detail and we have concluded that
the two cannot be directly compared. Moreover, the present
inscription is unique even from a sixth-century perspective,
as the use of dots on the d�al and the Proto-Hamza are
unknown in the small corpus that survives from that cen-
tury. While the palaeographic objections may not be that
strong after all, the Yaz�ıd I hypothesis requires us to posit
a separate Christian Arabic writing tradition in the seventh
century, which is certainly plausible but only supported by
the present text. Nevertheless, Yaz�ıd I is our best candidate
in terms of geography and title, and given that we can sug-
gest a plausible historical scenario for the production of
this inscription and its palaeographic features, this sugges-
tion should be considered most probable. The implications
of a Christian subject of Yaz�ıd I asking ʾl-ʾlh, the Arabic

name of the Christian god, to bless the caliph will certainly
be the subject of continuous debate. Yet, if we are correct,
it may suggest that Christians, or at least Christian Arabs,
would have viewed the caliph as their own.
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